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Forgotten Books, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Excerpt from Bimetallism One might as well tell a physiologist
that his science is false because no man ever existed whose organs were all perfectly normal in their
functions, as to contradict an economist because no man ever acted from purely economic
motives. Indeed the absurdity is far greater in the latter case, since the economist deals with
societies, not individuals so that not only is the in ference unfounded, but the fact alleged is untrue
of societies. One might as well object against a physiologist, when he states physiological laws, that
moral forces (or, rather, more or less immoral forces, for that is what we mean) affect the bodily
func tions, as to interpose the objection against economic laws that immoral forces affect economic
phenomena. The fact in both cases is undeniable the inference - that these external interfer ences
alter natural forces and laws, and therefore ought to be taken into account in the statement of
scientific principles - is equally unfounded in both. One might as well tell a physiolo gist that a knife
thrust into an organ...
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ReviewsReviews

Very useful to all category of men and women. I actually have study and i also am certain that i am going to going to read through again once more down
the road. Its been written in an exceptionally simple way and is particularly only soon a er i finished reading this publication by which basically altered
me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Dr. Sarai Fisher DDS-- Dr. Sarai Fisher DDS

The best publication i actually study. I actually have study and so i am confident that i am going to likely to study once more yet again later on. You will not
sense monotony at at any moment of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for relating to if you ask me).
-- Ernest Bergnaum-- Ernest Bergnaum
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